Brain-Wide Shape Reconstruction of a Traced Neuron Using the Convex Image Segmentation Method.
Neuronal shape reconstruction is a helpful technique for establishing neuron identity, inferring neuronal connections, mapping neuronal circuits, and so on. Advances in optical imaging techniques have enabled data collection that includes the shape of a neuron across the whole brain, considerably extending the scope of neuronal anatomy. However, such datasets often include many fuzzy neurites and many crossover regions that neurites are closely attached, which make neuronal shape reconstruction more challenging. In this study, we proposed a convex image segmentation model for neuronal shape reconstruction that segments a neurite into cross sections along its traced skeleton. Both the sparse nature of gradient images and the rule that fuzzy neurites usually have a small radius are utilized to improve neuronal shape reconstruction in regions with fuzzy neurites. Because the model is closely related to the traced skeleton point, we can use this relationship for identifying neurite with crossover regions. We demonstrated the performance of our model on various datasets, including those with fuzzy neurites and neurites with crossover regions, and we verified that our model could robustly reconstruct the neuron shape on a brain-wide scale.